
STAPLE THIS FORM TO THE SIGNED PRINTED FEC

Effort requirement is assumed to be 75% or 9 person months. Place any exceptions to 75% in the blanks below.

K Award not active during the entire FEC cycle and is being prorated to ______ %

Additional information on K Awards is on the FEC Website: http://f2.washington.edu/fm/maa/fec/costshare/kaward

K-Award Addendum for Budget Number  ___________ 

Effort approved by the sponsor on another federal award which replaces a portion of the K Award effort may be documented on this form, but is not 
considered cost sharing and is not placed on the FEC.

Effort reduction formally reduced to  ______  %
Effort formally negotiated at ______%

Use this form to describe how effort on the K Award listed above is being met.

Budget # (B): % of Actual Effort¹

K-Award Paid Effort

Fed Budget # Replacing a Portion of K Award Effort³

Sub-total of Contributed Effort

Non-Federal Budget # Supplementing K Award⁴

Clinical Effort Supplementing K Award⁴

Sub-total of Cost Share: Transfer the % in 
Column (C) to the ''% Adjustment'' column on 
the FEC and mark (K)

Name/EID: __________________________________________________________________________________
Department: ______________________________________________________________________________________

Date Range: _________________

(C): % Distr. of UW Effort²

(A) Avg. Paid FTE: _____

//////////////////////////

//////////////////////////

(equal to column C if Avg Paid FTE is 100%) (Normalized to 100% for part time distributions)

 2. Column (C) comes from the FEC and  represents the % effort in column (B) normalized to 100%. For faculty working less than 1 FTE, convert the cost share % in column (B) by 
dividing”% of actual effort” by the”Avg Paid FTE” (B/A ) on each row. The sub-total of this column is placed on the printed FEC. Note: For faculty members who have an average 
Paid FTE of 100%, columns(B) and (C) will be the same.

 1. Column (B) represents the number of person months required by the K Award converted to a percentage. To determine this amount, multiply the “Avg Paid FTE” * 
the “% Distr of UW Effort.” (A*C)

 3. Use this row when another federal award (e.g. an RO1) is approved by the sponsor to replace a portion of the K Award effort. 
 4. A non-federal award, and/or clinical salary used to fulfill a portion of the K Award effort requirement must be approved by both sponsors. Note: Salary cap cost sharing may be 

used to fulfill a portion of the K award cost share on the addendum, however, as it already appears as part of the K Award effort on the FEC (under Salary Cap), it should be 
subtracted from the amount transferred from the addendum to avoid duplication of cost sharing.

COMMENTS:


